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Upon review before the FULL COMMISSION in Little Rock,
Pulaski County, Arkansas.

Claimant represented by the HONORABLE EVELYN E. BROOKS,
Attorney at Law, Fayetteville, Arkansas.

Respondents represented by the HONORABLE CURTIS L.
NEBBEN, Attorney at Law, Fayetteville, Arkansas.

Decision of Administrative Law Judge:  Affirmed and
Adopted.

OPINION AND ORDER

Respondents appeal an opinion and order of the

Administrative Law Judge filed November 7, 2013.  In

said order, the Administrative Law Judge made the

following findings of fact and conclusions of law:

1. The claimant has proven by a preponderance of
   the evidence and by objective medical findings   

        that she sustained a compensable injury due to   
        the rapid and repetitive nature of her work for  
        the respondent.  Additionally, she has proven    
        that the injury is the major cause of her        
        disability or need for treatment.
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2. Having found that the claimant sustained a
        scheduled compensable injury, she is entitled to 
        TTD under the provisions A.C.A §11-9-521(a) and  
        the holding in Wheeler Constr. Co. v. Armstrong, 
        73 Ark. App. 146, 41 S.W.3d 822(2001).

3. The claimant’s attorney is entitled to the       
   appropriate attorneys’ fee based on the above    
   findings.

We have carefully conducted a de novo review of the

entire record herein and it is our opinion that the

Administrative Law Judge's decision is supported by a

preponderance of the credible evidence, correctly

applies the law, and should be affirmed.  Specifically,

we find from a preponderance of the evidence that the

findings made by the Administrative Law Judge are

correct and they are, therefore, adopted by the Full

Commission. 

We therefore affirm the November 7, 2013 decision

of the Administrative Law Judge, including all findings

of fact and conclusions of law therein, and adopt the

opinion as the decision of the Full Commission on

appeal.

All accrued benefits shall be paid in a lump sum

without discount and with interest thereon at the lawful

rate from the date of the Administrative Law Judge's

decision in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-809

(Repl. 2002).
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Since the claimant’s injury occurred after July 1,

2001, the claimant’s attorney’s fee is governed by the

provisions of Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715 as amended by

Act 1281 of 2001.  Compare Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715

(Repl. 1996) with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715 (Repl.

2002).  For prevailing on this appeal before the Full

Commission, claimant's attorney is hereby awarded an

additional attorney's fee in the amount of $500.00 in

accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715(b) (Repl.

2002).

 IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                                       
                        A. WATSON BELL, Chairman

                                                       
                        PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner

                      

Commissioner McKinney dissents.

DISSENTING OPINION

         In the present claim, the majority has affirmed

and adopted the opinion of the Administrative Law Judge,

finding that the claimant has met her burden of proof in

establishing a cumulative trauma compensable knee

injury.  Further, I note that record clearly establishes

that the claimant suffered from torn cartilage in her

knee.  Moreover, I acknowledge testimony reflecting
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that, as with many jobs, the claimant was required to

perform a certain amount of repetitive physical labor

during her shift.  However, the assumption that the

claimant has proven that this activity caused a

compensable, gradual onset injury falls short of the

requirement for proving said injury in that the claimant

has failed to prove that this repetitive motion was

rapid.  More specifically, the claimant attributed her

knee injury primarily to the act of climbing up and down

the stairs of two platform ladders.  According to the

claimant, she used the platform ladders approximately

five hours out of an eight hour shift, and she went up

and down the stairs of those ladders approximately fifty

(50) times during those five hours.  Based upon the

claimant’s testimony, therefore, she went up and down

stairs approximately one time every six minutes within a

five hour period of time.  In addition to climbing

stairs, however, the claimant stated that she changed

grinders, moved ladders, measured belts, packed belts,

and generally moved around constantly in the course of

her work-related activities.  The claimant testified

that this constant moving involved walking, climbing,

pushing, twisting, bending, stooping, and pivoting.  On

cross-examination, the claimant admitted that she did
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not constantly walk up and down the stairs of the two

platform ladders as she had indicated earlier.  

         The testimony of another employee, Ms. Doshier,

who performs the same job activities on a different

shift, corroborates the claimant’s testimony with regard

to the specific activities performed in that position. 

According to Ms. Doshier, however, in her more than a

decade performing this same job, she has never spent

five hours of an eight-hour shift going up and down the

stairs of platform ladders as the claimant claimed she

had.  Rather, Ms. Doshier described going up and down

the ladders approximately five to six times during a

four-hour shift, which would be an average of about one

trip up and down the stairs every forty (40) minutes. 

Otherwise, Ms. Doshier agreed that she was constantly

engaged in other activities and, thus, constantly

moving.  Furthermore, Ms. Doshier testified that

grinder/packers, such as she and the claimant, were

trained to do the job in a certain way, had checklists,

and were required to verify each part of their jobs. 

The testimony of both the claimant and Ms. Doshier

reflects that they stopped to perform another task

before descending the stairs of the platform ladders. 

Thus, the very act of walking up and down the stairs was
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separated by varying amounts of time depending on the

complexity of the task involved. 

         While the administrative law judge found Ms.

Doshier’s testimony to be “sincere,” she rejected this

witness’s testimony on the basis that she had “no direct

knowledge” of the claimant’s work or how she performed

it.  I find that the fact that Ms. Dosier performs the

same activities, only on a different shift, sufficient

to accurately describe the claimant’s work-related

activities.  

         Questions concerning the credibility of

witnesses and the weight to be given to their testimony

are within the exclusive province of the Commission. 

Powers v. City of Fayetteville, 97 Ark. App 251, 248

S.W.3d 516 (2007).  Because the claimant’s testimony is

presumed controverted (See, Burnett v. Philadelphia Life

Insurance Co., 81 Ark. App. 300, 101 S.W.3d 843 (2003),

I assign more probative value to Ms. Doshier’s otherwise

disinterested testimony.  Moreover, notwithstanding the

claimant’s testimony that her daily work activities

involved walking, climbing stairs, pushing, twisting,

bending, stooping, and pivoting, I find that the

claimant’s description of her work activities, combined

with Ms. Doshier’s credible testimony regarding said

same, is insufficient to satisfy the rapid repetitive
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motion requirement, in that, at the very least, the

activity of walking up and down the stairs was separated

by a period of six minutes, and this according to the

claimant’s testimony which I find less credible than Ms.

Doshier’s testimony.  In addition, although the record

demonstrates that the claimant suffered from torn

cartilage in her knee, the record is devoid of credible

and persuasive evidence that the claimant’s daily work

activities were sufficiently repetitive and that they

were conducted with such speed as to constitute rapid

and repetitive motion.  As previously stated, even

repetitive tasks and rapid work, standing alone, do not

satisfy the definition; the repetitive tasks must be

completed rapidly.  Westside High School, supra.

         Based on the above and foregoing, the claimant

has failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence

that she sustained a compensable, gradual-onset knee

injury as a result of rapid and repetitive motion. 

Therefore, I find that the compensability of the

claimant’s claim should be denied. 

                                 
                       KAREN H. McKINNEY, COMMISSIONER


